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LARCENY SHOPLIFT
OFC MOORE 302617
NARRATIVE/REMARKS

On 4/4/16 at 1354 hours, I Officer Moore was dispatched to RC Hobbies
located at 15450 E Smoky Hill Rd Aurora, Arapahoe and State of Colorado for
a report of shoplift.
 
Dispatch advised the following...
13:55:31 cad04: LSH EB
13:55:29 cad04: 2 SUSPS ALSO : 20S YOM/W BLOND THIN SLIM - #1 LSW/WHI
SHIRT - KHAKI PANTS, UNK WHAT #2 WAS WEARING
13:54:28 cad04: FEM DRIVER : EARLY 20S YOF/W LSW/UNK CLOTHING
13:54:11 cad04: OCCRD TEN AGO - SUSPS LEFT IN VEH : GOLD ACCORD LICNY
OR N2????? - THEFT OF 2 PLATFORMS ($1300 WORTH) OCCPD X3
 
Upon arrival, I contacted store employees Chris Bennett DOB 10/14/88 and
Jacob Rickard DOB 04/25/88. Chris and Jacob were helping other customers in
the store when the two white male suspects entered. Both were described to
be in their late teens to early twenties. The first male was about 6 feet
tall, slim built and wearing a white shirt & tan pants and the second
suspect was also about 6 feet tall, slim built with blonde hair. The two
males entered and grabbed 3 boxes near the entrance. The 3 boxes contained
a Phantom 4 Drone $1399.99, Phantom 3 Drone $799.99 and an empty display
box. The suspects then immediately ran out of the store with the
merchandise. Chris and Jacob chased the males east to a 90's gold Honda
Accord with a female driver waiting. The suspects dropped the box
containing the Phantom 3 Drone and drove away eastbound.
 
Chris said the vehicle had a temp tag in the upper left corner; partial
numbers of NY or N2. Chris mentioned the same thing occurred at their
Littleton location.
 
Customer/witness Timothy Gander DOB 06/13/94 said he was pulling into the
park when he saw Jacob and Chris running after the suspects. Timothy stated
the vehicle almost hit his truck. Timothy said the female driver was in her
early twenties, brown hair and had a piercing between her upper lip and
nose.
 
Jacob was unable to determine the serial number of the missing Phantom 4
Drone. Jacob was given a card with case number. He stated he would email
the serial number and video surveillance of the incident.
 
This report reflects my best recollection of the events. My body camera
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appeared to be functioning correctly and was worn during the investigation.
 
This case will be inactive pending further information of suspects.
End of report
 

Author:MOORE, JASON D.
Related date:Apr-04-2016  (Mon.)

 
 

*** END OF HARDCOPY ***


